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Published February 29, 2016 - 04:46 So I had my pygmy hamster for a few months now his name is Benson. He gets quite used to his surroundings even my dog, who is totally obsessed with him (sometimes I feel like he's sitting and cleaning himself in front of my dog to make her squirm. ha ha) I love my little guy so much. Now he's in the trash can, which I
made for him. But I'm leaving to visit my sister in the big city in the next couple of weeks and she has IKEA in her neighborhood. So I originally wanted to get a detolf cage, but asm my space is very limited. (I probably won't have enough room to detolf until the end of this year or early next year). ... So I decided maybe IKEA Billy is the best for me I like the
way it looks and I love the clear glass that allows me to look at it more easily. Does anyone else have a billy cage? You like it? Also, I have a few questions about how to mount a mini-shelf inside or how to make another small level for it to climb on. I would love to see your IKEA Billy cages for ideas. You can even post your detolf too! (I understand you have
to put Billy cage together yourself and I've read a lot of people have seen that as a disadvantage, but I love building, so I don't mind it) Sorry for the long post! Thank you! Published February 29, 2016 - 04:52 AM I don't have Billy Cage, but I would definitely not advise that you go out and build one. It falls under an already small minimum - the size for the
outer part of the cell, so the area where your hamster lives doesn't really match 360 square inches. In addition to this, it also doesn't really allow suitable depth of bedding - making it, IMO, not a species suitable for hamsters. Is it visually appealing? Yes. But is it suitable? If you don't join the two of them togther, then I'd say no, it doesn't fit as a self cage. Ikea
also sell SAMLA bins - 130L is going to make a much better home than Billy's shelf. Yes, it doesn't look so pretty, but I'd rather have a cage that's actually a species appropriate than one that's just visually appealing and doesn't really satisfy the animal that's sheltering. Edited by Emma-Chester, 29 February 2016 - 4:54AM Published February 29, 2016 -
05:02AM I really don't want another bin. Maybe I'll just hold out longer until I can get my Detolf. I'd have enough room for it if I got rid of the furniture haha. The only place I can think of is that the detolf will fit against the half wall that divides my living room and kitchen. I was worried that the smells of food during cooking bother him. All I have to do is get rid of
that old dresser in my room to be able to put it there. (but it may take longer). However, I will be looking in Samla's bunkers in case. Thank you for your response. Edited by MissGracie, 29 February 2016 - 5:03AM Published time: 29 February, 2016 - 5:05AM there's Billy Cage, but I would definitely not advise that you go out and build one. It falls under an
already small minimum - the size for the outer part of the cell, so the area where your hamster lives doesn't really match 360 square inches. In addition to this, it also doesn't really allow suitable depth of bedding - making it, IMO, not a species suitable for hamsters. Is it visually appealing? Yes. But is it suitable? If you don't join the two of them togther, then I'd
say no, it doesn't fit as a self cage. Ikea also sell SAMLA bins - 130L is going to make a much better home than Billy's shelf. Yes, it doesn't look so pretty, but I'd rather have a cage that's actually a species appropriate than one that's just visually appealing and doesn't really satisfy the animal that's sheltering. It's not true. Billys are over 400 square inches.
Published February 29, 2016 - 05:09AM Actually, it's big enough for a single dwarf, including bedding. No, it's not huge, and won't have crazy deep bedding, but it's adequate. Also, if you can, you can add to it later to make it bigger. I don't have it, but ErinsAnimals on YouTube has videos of it and cage tours for dwarves in it, so they can be helpful. Published
February 29, 2016 - 05:09AM I don't have Billy Cage, but I would definitely not advise that you go out and build one. It falls under an already small minimum - the size for the outer part of the cell, so the area where your hamster lives doesn't really match 360 square inches. In addition to this, it also doesn't really allow suitable depth of bedding - making it,
IMO, not a species suitable for hamsters. Is it visually appealing? Yes. But is it suitable? If you don't join the two of them togther, then I'd say no, it doesn't fit as a self cage. Ikea also sell SAMLA bins - 130L is going to make a much better home than Billy's shelf. Yes, it doesn't look so pretty, but I'd rather have a cage that's actually a species appropriate than
one that's just visually appealing and doesn't really satisfy the animal that's sheltering. How exactly is it less than 360 square inches: Edited: Oops I quoted the wrong person: P Edited N S O N, 29 February 2016 - 05:11 AM Published February 29, 2016 - 5:12AM Billys are over 400 square inches. It's not true! I have Billy's cell and I just measured the internal
dimensions... It's 30 x12.25 for a total of 367.5! OP is a small cage and works well for an old or sick homing, but if your bins are more square inches... I would, stick to these!!! Edited by Kiki_3173, February 29, 2016 - 5:15AM Published February 29, 2016 - 05:13AM How exactly is it less than 360 square inches: Edited: Oops I quoted the wrong person: P
Thanks for sharing this picture. I've never seen this cage from that point of view. Published 29 29 2016 - 05:15 THIS is not the case. Billy's are over 400 square inches. more than 400 square inches? Really? Measurements, for external measurements; 31 x 11 and 340 square inches. If you flip it over and have a height like width, then you get : 31 x 13 and
400 square inches. Again, for external measurements. Your hamster won't live on the outside of his cage. So let's make internal measurements, these are approximate guesses; If you build it first, it will be about 300 square inches. And if you build it the second way, it will be about 360 square inches - which, again, is the absolute minimum and more often
than not not suitable for most hamsters. So no, my original post wasn't wrong and really was right. ETA: How exactly is it less than 360 square inches: Edit: Unfortunately, I quoted the wrong person: P and see above. Also not exactly accurately judging the floorpsace cells based on the image. :p Yes, you can often get a fair idea- but photos can often be
deceptive, especially given the size of this wheel. Edited by Emma-Chester, 29 February 2016 - 5:19AM Published February 29, 2016 - 05:17 I'm still interested in Billy's cell for my dwarf. But I'm going to see what I can do to make room for detolf. I don't mind spending extra money on his comfort. I just need to make room haha. Published February 29, 2016 -
05:45 I'm still interested in Billy's cell for my dwarf. But I'm going to see what I can do to make room for detolf. I don't mind spending extra money on his comfort. I just need to make room haha. You don't even need to spend extra money. Ikea shares 130L Samla bins for about 10 pounds - they are more spacious, and can be created by the species
appropriately. but I'm going to disgaree with others who will say that Ikea Billy Cage can offer adequate depth of bedding because I really just don't see it. It's also important to remember that floorpsace isn't the only thing you need to consider when choosing the right cell - the homest is a buried species, and it's very disturbing to see people ignoring that when
it's been proven how much positive influence allows them to demonstrate what behavior has on their mental wellbeing. I still stand by my statement that it doesn't fit as a self cage if you join the two of them together. As for why, well I'm not really seeing how one might argue otherwise. Published March 02, 2016 - 02:14 I have An Ikea Billy Cage and let me tell
you that it's amazing! It's cheap and so simple. I also attached to habitrail Ovo cages to make it more space! I would say GO for (By the way my cage doesn't have a lid because my hamster is not a climber at all) Posted 02 March 2016 - 10:21AM I don't have Billy Cage, but I've heard a lot about them. You can buy Billy Billy IKEA or in the store. The extension
is made for Billy's bookcase and can be found in the shelving section and bookshelves. There are two sizes, so make sure you buy more, they come in several different colors. The glass shelf can also be purchased on the IKEA website or in the store. It can be found in the shelving section. There are two versions of this shelf make sure you buy a larger size.
Aquarium silicone can be bought in stores, it costs 3 - 5 euros for a large bottle. He needs to tell the fish is safe or safe to use in fish aquariums on the bottle to make sure it can safly be used in a pet cage. For the lid you will need mesh, nails and a few wood lenghts. To build An Extension Billy follow the instrctions that came with him. Put Billy on his back so
that the exposed chipboard edges are drawn forward. Prop the glass shelf inside the front of the extension, I used the paint can keep it in place, but use whatever works for you. There will be a small gap between the edge of the glass and the sides of the tree, but it can be filled with silicone. Follow the instrctions on silicone and appy it on the three edges of
the glass that are in contact with the tree. After 10 minutes, use a damp cloth to smooth out the silicone. Let it heal for 48 hours before putting anything in the cage. Your cover measurements can be a little differently depeing on the width of the wood you use. Measure the pieces against the cell to make sure the cover covers the top. Top. ikea billy cage hack
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